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Continuing medical education (CME) describes 
the ongoing training that medical professionals, 
including doctors, nurses, and allied health 
professionals, undertake to maintain licensure, 
accreditation, or other professional development.

As an association that educates medical 
professionals, your members rely on you to provide 
an impactful education that changes healthcare 
outcomes. It’s not enough to simply invest in an 
LMS— you need to invest in the right one. One 
that is purpose-built for medical associations and 
exceeds both your members’ and your organization’s 
needs while meeting the strict requirements of CME 
reporting agencies. 

In this guide, we’re going to cover five healthcare-
specific features that you should seek when investing in a CME LMS.

What Your CME LMS Needs to 
Support Your Success

1.  Intuitive Interface for Users and 
Administrators

2. Assessment Authoring

3.  Automated PARS & Accreditation Reporting

4. Advanced Credit Management

5.  Learner Self-Assessment & Quality 
Improvement

At the end of this guide, we’ll cover our top recommendation for a CME LMS that has all of the 
above features and more. Let’s dive in.
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https://webcourseworks.com/association-lms/cme-lms/


INTUITIVE INTERFACE FOR USERS AND ADMINISTRATORS
Your CME LMS should be an extension of your existing brand and offer your learners a visually seamless experience 
when compared to other interactions with your association. This can be accomplished with features such as:

• Branding matching your association’s style to create a consistent look and feel.

•  System administration that’s comprehensive and contains tools to make any changes you need via drag-and-
drop, editing wizards, and more.

In addition to providing a seamless experience for members, your CME LMS should provide a straightforward 
experience for administrators. It should provide access to a full suite of reports to measure learner progress and 
program efficacy, allowing you to understand and improve your offerings with ease.

ASSESSMENT AUTHORING
Impactful knowledge assessments measure your members’ knowledge and empower them to improve the care 
they provide. Further, assessments allow your team to evaluate the efficacy of your education program.

Invest in a CME LMS that offers rich assessment features, including the ability to utilize:

•  Multiple question types in one assessment

•  Multimedia elements to include images and videos in questions

•  Randomization of questions

•  Branching to provide learning paths

•  Question banking to quickly save and assign questions to multiple assessments 

With features such as these, you can provide rich assessments tailored to your learners’ educational needs.

AUTOMATED PARS & ACCREDITATION REPORTING
Choose a CME LMS that has built-in ACCME PARS and accreditation reporting features including the ability to:

•  Allow learners or administrators to submit credits directly from the LMS to PARS.

•  Display the accredited courses and learning modules you’re offering.

•  Document data about Maintenance Of Certification (MOC)-compliant courses.

•  Create reports that meet ACCME PARS compatibility requirements.

Advanced integration with PARS and reporting built directly into your LMS drastically lessens the administrative 
burden associated with any programming and learning performance reporting.
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INVESTING IN A 
CME LMS?
Learn more about Web Courseworks' CME LMS, 
CourseStage Health, by requesting a demo today.

https://webcourseworks.com/request-a-demo/


ADVANCED CREDIT MANAGEMENT
Empower members to create comprehensive learning portfolios by choosing an LMS that offers advanced credit 
management. Your CME LMS should allow learners to:

•  Consolidate Credits: Users can track CME or MOC credits earned from outside the LMS in their LMS learner 
profile to have a single view of all credits earned. 

•  View Certificates 24/7: Users can generate and download dynamic PDF certificates whenever they need.

•  Monitor Progress: Learners can see course progress and credits earned. Further, they can access certificates all 
in one place.

With these features, learners can create their own centralized portfolio of CME achievement within your LMS. This 
includes both credits completed within the platform and those earned elsewhere.

LEARNER SELF-ASSESSMENT & QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
Maintaining accreditation and licensure is a primary driver for many medical professionals. However, others 
prioritize keeping updated in evolving medical best practices. Encourage learners to control their own professional 
development roadmap by choosing a CME LMS that offers:

•  Peer Benchmarking: Provide instant feedback by comparing a learner’s performance against their peers and 
the site-wide historical performance. This should examine general ranking, aggregate scores, and item-by-item 
responses.

•  Self-Assessment: Empower learners to identify and track their own progress and determine opportunities 
for improvement. Additionally, provide learning recommendations to guide learners toward their professional 
development goals.

•  Quality Improvement: Provide highly-engaged learning focused on improving practices over a period of time. 

With these features, you can provide advanced solutions for learners interested in going above and beyond in their 
professional development.

ENSURING YOUR SUCCESS WITH COURSESTAGE HEALTH
Web Couseworks’ CourseStage Health will fuel your success in engaging and educating your members, as it is 
focused on meeting the educational needs of medical professionals. It is a full-featured CME LMS that will decrease 
your team’s administrative burden while propelling your members to success. It offers features such as:

•  An easy-to-use interface

•  White-labeled branding

•  Advanced assessment authoring tools

•  Built-in PARS reporting

•  Advanced credit management

•  Learner self assessment & quality improvement

And more! In addition, one of the biggest benefits of choosing CourseStage Health as your CME LMS is that you 
also gain access to the Web Courseworks team and our full range of professional services. This includes LMS 
administration, subject matter expert management, instructional design, and more.

To learn more about CourseStage Health and Web Courseworks, contact our team today.

INVESTING IN A CME LMS?
Learn more about Web Courseworks' CME LMS, CourseStage Health, by 
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